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Boring with directional drilling is a tricky task, and getting lost can be a real risk. For this reason, some of these tools will tell you when you are near a new source of water, near a wellbore, or at a new source of oil. But the most common directional drilling accessory is used to bring your equipment to a new well. I am Elena,
engineer for PW City of Miami. I have to make decision about permitting drilling of R/W for the communication. All seems good. Only on site plan company just put end at the end of directional bore. I just realized it got to be question of turning drill to 12 oclock or coming back., right I will appreciate if you can help me, or just tell I
am right to ask :so what are you planning to do at the end Thank you so much for your time and attention. Elena You can create numerous custom data pages (each having customizable data fields), I havent reached the limit because you can create so many and Im lazy. But you can also select from standard data pages that
can be lightly customized as well. These include: Virtual Partner, Map, Compass, Elevation (Graph), Music Controls, Running Dynamics (x2 pages), plus a heart rate zone page. Lots of pages. Hi Jason, I am Elena, engineer for PW City of Miami. I have to make decision about permitting drilling of R/W for the communication. All
seems good. Only on site plan company just put end at the end of directional bore. I just realized it got to be question of turning drill to 12 oclock or coming back., right I will appreciate if you can help me, or just tell I am right to ask :so what are you planning to do at the end Thank you so much for your time and attention. Elena
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the app is a difficult app to use. i especially like its navigation, waypoint and routing capabilities, and its ability to import/export waypoints and routes. however, it does not work well as a planning tool, as there is no guidebook or poi detail. i also find the various actionsdrag, zoom, pan and centerdifficult to remember, and i
frequently had to refer to the online manual for help. we used a compass, a magnetic compass, and a terrestrial globe to record the travel direction of the focal male during each long call. the compass used was a handheld one made by washington scientific, purchased in february 2013 for $280. it is a magnetic compass, and it
worked well for the vast majority of the calls (only two calls were not recorded). we selected only flanged males because they were the most frequent subjects of long calls, and because they are the only group that regularly moves large distances in the study site, and thus would be most likely to use the compass for planning
purposes. we collected data on the day of the first long call emitted by the male in each month of the year. it was necessary to collect data on the day of the first long call because there is a long delay between when a male first emits a long call and when he initiates a travel episode, and because the majority of travel episodes

of flanged males did not occur during the first week of the month when the data were collected. we collected data for only the first long calls in each month because we wanted to focus on the use of the compass to plan travel directions. when traveling, orangutans typically move in a straight line, and only rarely turn left or right
at a 90° or 45° angle. therefore, we collected the compass and gps data for only those travel episodes that included a single 90° or 45° turn. 5ec8ef588b
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